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We consider theclass ~k of unboundedfan-in depth-3 boolean cir-
cuits, for which thebottom fan-in is limitedby k andthetop gateis
an OR. It is known tJtatthesmallestsuch circuitcomputing thepar-
ity function has f2(2’nlk) gates(fork = O(nl/2)) for some e >0,
andthis was the best lower bound known for explicit (P-time com-
putable) functions. In this paper, for k = 2, we exhibit functions
in uniform NC 1that requires2n-d n) size depth3circuits. The

main tool is a theoremthatshows thatany %2circuiton n variables
thataccepts a inputsand hassizes mustbe constanton a projection
(subset detined by equationsof the form ~i = O,Z, = 1, z, = Xl

or ~: = ~1) of dimension at least w.
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1 Introduction

Considerable progress has been made in understandingthe Imitat-
ions of unboundedfan-in Boolean circuits of bounded depth. The
resultsof Ajtii, Furst, Saxe, Sipser, Yao, H&stad,Razborov, and
Smolensky [1, 6, 17, 8, 10, 12], among others, show that if the
size of the circuit is not too large, then any function computed by
such circuit mustbe constanton a largesubcube or can be approx-
imated by a small degree polynomial. Such limitations of small
size boundeddepthcircuitscan be used to show thatcertainexplicit
functions such as parity and majority require a large number of
gates. More precisely, a resultof Hfiatad[8] says thatcomputing

theparityfunctionin depthd requiresf2(2c’’’’)d-’) ) gatesfor some
.s < 1. Except for theconstante this resultis essentiallytight.

Recently, H~stad,Jukna,and Pttdliik[9] described a top down
approach for proving lower bounds on depth 3 circuits. However,
theseandothertechniquesseemincapableof proving alower bound
on depth 3 circuits of the form C2(2h(’’)fi) with h(n) unbounded,
for any explicit Boolean fimction. Here,as usual, theterm“explicit
function” is a somewhat informal term, which is taken to mean
“uniformly and efficiently computable”, in, say P or NC.

To clarify the situation, it is useful to parametrize the lower
bound in termsof themaximum fan-in of thebottom gates. Define
Ei to be thesetof depthd circuits with top gate OR such thateach
bottomgatehasfan-inatmost k. Then itfollows from known results
thatthereis a constante ~ 1such thatfor any k ~ 1, any~k circuit
for the parityfimction or the majority function requires i2(2c”/k)
gatesat level 2, and such bounds aretight fork = O(W).

As in H&stad,Jukna,and Pudbik [9], our motivationis to prove
strongerlower bounds on depth-3 circuitsthatgo beyond theabove
trade-off between bottom fan-in and size. We note that even for
constantbottom fan-in k ~ 2, currentlyknown lower bound tech-
niques seem incapable of providing a lower bound betterthan2“tk
on the number of gates at level 2. There is another independent
compelling motivation for studying the depth-3 model with fim-
ited fan-in. Valiant[14] showed thatlinear-size logarithmic-depth
Boolean circuits withbounded fan-in can be computed by depth-3
unbounded fan-in circuits of size 0(2”/ ‘og’%n) and bottom fan-in
limited by n’ for arbitrarilysmall e. If we consider linear-size
logarithmic+iepth circuits with the additional restriction that the
graph of the connections is series-parallel, then such circuits can
be computed by depth–3 unbounded fan-in circuits of size 2“12
with bounded bottom fan-in [14]. Thus, strong exponential lower
bounds on depth3 circuits would imply nonlinearlower bounds on
size of fan-in 2 Boolean circuits with logarithmic-depth, an open
problem proposed some twentyyears ago [14].

Inthispaper,we takea modeststeptowardsproving such strong
bounds on depth–3 circuits. We show thatfor some explicit frmc-
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tion, contained in log-space uniform NC’, any ~- circuit thatcom-
putes it must have at least 2n-4nJ gates. We obtain this resultby
showing thatthe function computed by a small 2: circuit must be
constant on a large “nicely structured”subset of the cube. These
subsets,called projections, aredefined by equatingliteralsto each
otheror to constants.

The startingpoint for our argumentis the top-down approach
usedin [9], which says thatif thenumberof gatesat level 2 is small,
there must be a depth 2 subcircuit that accepts a large numberof
inputs. We prove thatsuch a depth-2 subcircuit (which is a 2-CNF
formula) must accept a projection of largesize. We thengive two
constmctions of functions such thatany ~ or fI~ circuitcomputing
them requires 2~‘d n) size. For tie first cOtWruCdOn, We first

show that,with high probability, a randomly chosen homogeneous
multilineal n-variable polynomial of degree 2 over GF(2) is non-
constanton eve~ large projection. We then use derandomization
techniquesto constructa specific Boolean functionwiththeproperty
thatit has a subfunction on a largeenough set of variableswhich is
not constanton any large projection. This propertyis strongerthan
whatwe neededto prove lower boundson depth3 fan-in 2 circuits.
In the second construction, we obtain a simpler function ~ on n
variablesusing error-correctingcodes which is not identically 1on
any large projection and hence requiresa large size ~ circuits. It
thenfollows thatthe n + 1 variable function g = z~+ I~ + in+ if
requireslargesize ~z and H; circuits.

The restof the paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we
review some basic definitionsandresults,including aproof thatany
symmetric function can be computed by a ~ circuit of size atmost
po/y(n)2(’”59”. In section 3, we show thatany 2-CNF which accepts
a largenumber of inputs mustnecessarily accept a projection with
largedimension. Using this result,in sections4 and 5 we construct
functions which do not have depth-3 bottom fan-in 2 circuits of
size less than2n-4n).

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Boolean variables, Iiterals and assignments

Let X denote the set {z 1,XZ,. ... z~ ) of variables and L denote
the set {zl,~l,xz,iz,..., z~, ~~} of literals. If V is a subsetof
L, then~ denotes the set {filv 6 V}. An assignmentof X is a
tirnction& : X - {O, 1}, and a partialassignmentis a function a
from a subset of X to {O, 1}. Associated to any partialassignment
a is the subset X(a) ~ X of variables set to 1 by a and the set
L(a) ~ L of literalsset to 1 by thatassignment.

2.2 2-CNF Formulae

We briefly review some basic facts about 2-CNF formulae. A
2-CNF formula @ on variable set X can be associated naturally
with its implication digraph D(@), whose vertex set is L. Each
clause v V w (where v and w are fiterals)gives rise to two edges
G + w and G * v. Each singleton clause v gives rise to
the edge 5 + v. Note thatthe map thatexchanges each pair of
complementary literalsand reversesthedirectionof all edges is an
isomo~hism of D(@).

We say thatliteralv implies literalw if thereis a directedpath
in D(@) from u to w. The implies relation is clearly transitive.
The digraphD(@) defines a partitionof L into strongcomponents,
i.e., maximal subsets V with the propertythatfor any two vertices
v and w in V v impfies w and w implies v. Note thatV ~ L is a
strongcomponent if andonly if ~ is a strongcomponent. A subset
V of literalsis said to be initial in D(O) if thereis no edge entering
V from outside V, and is said to bejinaf if thereis no edge from a
vertex in V to a vertex outside of V. Trivially each initial set and
each final set is a union of strong components. If@ is satisfiable,

we say thatthe literalv is fixed by @ if the value of v is the same
for every satisfying assignmentof 0.

We statewithout proof the following facts, which are easy to
prove and belong to thefolklore about 2-CNF formulae.

Proposition 1 tit@ be a 2-CNF formula on {x,, x2,..., x~}.
Then:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

An assignmento satisjies@ if and only if L(a) is afrnai set
in D(@).

~ the relation “v implies w” hokis in D (cD) then in any
satisfyingassignmentof ~, v = Oor w = 1.

0 is satisfiable if and only iffor each variable z,, the [iterals
x, and z ~lie in dl~erentstrong components.

If V is a strong component of D then in any satisfying as-
signmentof Q, eitherall literals in V are true or all literais
in V arefalse.

If V isa strongcomponentof D, and~ is satisfiable, thenone
of thefollowing two situations holds: either V consists en-
tirelyoffixed iiteralsor thereexisttwosatskfiingassignments
of@ thatdifferprecisely on the variables of V.

A strongcomponentconsistingentirelyof fixed literalsis afied
componentotherwiseit is an unfixedcomponent.

2.3 Circuits

As usual, for an integer d, Zd (resp. llJ denotes the class of
layeredunboundedfan-in boolean circuits with d alternatinglevels
of ANDs and ORS, and a single OR gate (resp. AND gate) at the
top. The inputs are viewed as feeding into the first level, and the
top gate is atthe dtk level. Similarto [9], we define Zi (msp. 11~)
to be the class of circuits in ~d (resp. ~d) such that all gates at
the firstlevel have fan-in at most k. For a boolean function f, we
define tr~(f) to be the size (number of gates) of the smallest Z!
circuit computing f (here we assumed > 3, so thats! (~) is well
defined). We are interestedin computing lower bounds on .s$(f)
for explicit functions ~, and will obtain such bounds for the case
k=2.

If C is a X3 circuit having M AND gates at level 2, we write
c~,c2,..,, cM for the Hz subcircuits at level 2. Each of the
circuits C’ is equivalent to a CNF formula of the inputs. If C is
a &k circuit, then each of the C’ computes a k-CNF formula. If
~ is the fimction computed by C, then ~ is the OR of the timc-
tions ~J,jz, . . . . fM computed by the circuits C1, C2,..., CM.
Let K(f) be the minimum numberM such thatf can be writtenas
an OR of M 2-CNF functions. Trivially, s:(f) ~ tc(f ) and SinCe
any 2-CNF on n variablescan be expressed as a fI~ circuit with at
most 4n2 gates we have:

Proposition 2 Letf be a boolean~ctwn on n variables. Then:

~(f) < 4f) < /c(f)4n2.

So to approximate s:(f) it suffices to analyze ~(f). It is useful
to thinkof thedeterminationof K(f ) as a cover problem: we want
to cover thesubsetA = f-’(1) of {O, 1}n by subsetsof A each of
which can be expressedas the accepting set of a 2-CNF.

As anexample,consider s~(f ) for symmetricboolean functions.
Consider firsttheslice functions: S; is then variable function that
is one on inputs of weight k (where the weight is the number of
1‘s in the input). It is easy to see thatK(S: ) = K(S~_k ) (given a
circuit for S:, replace all Iiteralsby theircomplements to get one
for S~_k), so assume k < n/2.
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We wanttocover thesetof assignmentsof weightk by 2-CNFS.
We can only use 2-CNFS whose accepting set consists of inputsof
weight k.

To get an upper bound, consider the set G of boolean formula
thatcan be constructedin the following way. Partitionthevariables
arbitrarilyinto k + 1 sets V, Pl, Pz, . . . . Pk where each of the pi
is of size 2 and V is of size n – 2k. Define the formula @ having
clauses Ii for x, E V and clauses zi v Zj and Z, v EJ for each
P, = {z,, z, }. Then the assignment cr satisfies @if and only if
a is Oon all variables in V and for each Pi, one variable is set to
1 and the other is set to O. Hence each formula in ~ accepts only
inputsof weight k.

We claim thatthere exists a set of such formulae having size
M s n2(’59” that cover all assignmentsof weight k. Let a be
an assignmentof weight k. If@ is a formula chosen uniformly at
random from G then the probability thatO covers a, i.e., that a
satisfies@, is theprobabilitythatthek variablessetto 1by a belong
to kdistinctpairsPi, which is easily shown to ~ 2k/ (~), Therefore,
if we choose 01, %,.. ., @M independentlyand uniformly from
~, theprobability thatnone of them cover a is (1 - 2k/(~))M <

( ) suchassignments, theprobability
_&f2k/(~) since thereaR ;

e
thatthereis an assignmentthatMuncovered is at most

Thus, if M is at least m(k) = 2-k (~) In (~), thenthis prob-
abilityis less thanone, and some choice of ml,..., @M is a cover.
m(k) is maximized when k = ~ – c for some constantc, and is at
most 2°5%.

Now any symmetric boolean function is the OR of at most n
slice functions and so if ~ is a symmetric boolean function then
K(j) s n220”* and s~($) < 2°”Sn+0(1%”).

Our goal in this paper is to exhibit concrete functions which
requirecircuits of much largersize S, thatis, circuitsof size S such
that ~ approaches 1.

3 Projections

in this section, we prove that if a 2-CNF formula accepts many
inputs,thenit must accept a projection of largedimension.

A projection for variablesetX is a subsetof thesetof all assign-
ments (or, equivalently, a subsetof {O, 1}“), defined by equations
of the fo~ ~a = O,vi = 1, or v: = VJwherevi and uj ~ fiterals.
Trivially, the condition vi = O is equivalent to t, = 1 and the
condition v, = Vj is equivalent to iji = fij. A projection is an
aftine subspaceof GF(2)”, and thedimension of a projection is its
dimension as an affine subspace. A projection of dimension d can
bespecifiedby2(ri+ 1) sets(AO, Bo, A], B1, A2, B2,” ~., Ad, Bd)
where At U Bi are disjoint for i ~ O, Ui20(A, U Bi) = X, and
Al U El are nonempty for i ~ 1. The projection P specified by
such a sequence of sets consists of all assignmentscr which are O
on the variablesof Ao, 1 on the variables of Bo, and such thatfor
each j ~ 1, all thevariablesin A~ are equal and all thevariablesin
I?j areequal to the negationof the variablesin Aj. For a subsetS
of assignments,we define rr(S) to be the dimension of the largest
projection P such thatP ~ S. If j is a boolean function, we write
r(~) for rf(~-](l)).

The following resultgives a lower bound on thenumberof gates
at level 2, K(f), (and hence on the circuit size s~(~)) in termsof
~(f):

Theorem 1 Letf be a booleanfinction on n variables and suppose
~ha~~(f) < d. Then

If-’(l)l

‘;(f)2‘(f)2D=oc)
Theorem 1 is an immediateconsequence of the following:

Lemma 1 ff@ is a 2-CNFformuia on n variables then@ accepts

atrnost ~~$) (~) assignrnenls.

Theorem 1follows since if f is covered by 2-CNFS@[, %, . . . . CDM
then ~(01 ) < x(f), and so the lemma implies that each @~
accepts at most ~~=() (~) assignments and hence M is at least

lf-’o)ln:=o (:)).
So it suffices to move the lemma. We begin with a definition.

Aset Y = {zJ,, zJ2,. . ..z3k } of variables ii said to befiee with
respectto thesetof assignmentsS, if anyassignmentto thevariables
in Y can be extendedto anassignmentin S, i.e., for any assignment
/3 to the variables in Y, there exists cs E S such that O(zji) =
@(zj,) for i E [k]. Define 4(S) to be the size of the largestset of
free variableswith respectto S.

If P is aprojectionof dimension d,and V = {zJ,, ZJ2, . . . . z~~}
is a set of representativesfrom the non-constantclasses of P, then
it is easy to see thatV is free with respectto P, and hence also free
with respectto any supersetof P. Hence we have:

Proposition 3 For any set S G {O, l}n, 4(S) ~ 7(S).

Ingeneral@(S) can be muchlaqgertharrT(S), but thefollowing
lemma shows that if S is the set of inputs accepted by a 2-CNF
formula thenequalityholds:

Lemma 2 L-et S ~ {O, 1} n be the set of inputs accepted by a
2-CNF formula ~. Then f V is a set of variables that is free
with respect to S then there exists a projection P ~ S for which
the variables in V are in distinct non-constant classes. Hence
T(s) = 4(s).

Proofi
We will call a literalfree if the associated variable is free and

non-free otherwise. Consider the implication digraph D(Q). By
definition, no free literal can imply another. Since the implies
relationis transitive,we havethatfor each non-free literaly exactly
one of the following holds:

1. y is in the same strongcomponent as some free literal

2. y is implied by one or more free fiterals.

3. y implies one or more free literals.

4. y neitherimplies nor is impfied by a free literal.

We now constructa projection thatsatisfiesall the clauses. Let
a be any satisfying assignment. For each variable x, of type (4),
assign it according to cv. For each variableof type (2), setitequal
to 1. For each variableof type (3), set it equal to O. Each remaining
literal is set equal to the free literal to whose strong component it
belongs. It is easily verified thatevery assignmentconsistentwith
thisprojection satisfiesthe formula 0. D

To complete the proof of the theorem 1, observe thatq$(S) is
theVC-dimension [16] of S whenconsidered as a family of subsets
of an n element set. Lemma 1 now follows from #(S) = rr(S)
and thefollowing standardresultfrom the theoryof VCdlmension
(see, e.g., [1 l]):
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Lemma 3 If A is a family of subsets of an n elementset, and A
has VC-dimensionat most d then:

d /\

4 Constructing Hard Functions

In this section, we will exhibit an explicit tirnctionin log-space
uniform IVCi for which s~(~) = 2“-4”). The main idea is
to consider the set Hz(X) of multilineal GF(2) polynomials in
the variable set X thatare homogeneous of degree 2. Each such
polynomial is specified by a function a defined on the set E(X)
of edges of the complete graphon {1, 2,. ... 1X1}, where, fore =
{i, j}, a. E {O, 1} is the coefficient of ~l~j in the polynomial.
Firstwe will prove:

Lemma 4 Let c >0 and X be sufficientlylarge (dependingon c).
If f is a polynomial chosen unl~ormlyat randomfiom HZ(X) then
theprobability that rr(f ) ~ IX I]12+’ is strictlyless than 1.

Now, this fact, Theorem 1, and the easily proved and well
known fact thata nonzero degree 2 polynomial over GF(2) is 1 on
at least 21Xl-z inputs implies that for IX [ sufficiently large, there
is a degree 2 GF(2) polynomial f for which s:(f) 2 ~(f) >
21x1-lxll’2+C @2 1X1, In fact, the proof of Lemma 4 shows that

for sufficiently large X, almost all fimctions in HZ(X) satisfy this
inequality.The problem, as usual, is to give a uniform construction
of such polynomials, which we don’t know how to do. Insteadwe
proceed as follows. Lemma 4 can be strengthenedto show thatone
can get good upper bounds on r(~) if f is chosen from a k-wise
independentdistribution.

Lemma 5 Let c > 0 and k be sufficiently tlzrge(depending on
E). Let X be a set of size at least k and let D be a probability
distribution over Hz(X) such that for any set {e1, ez,. . . , ek } of
k edges in E(X), we have that a,,, a=2,..., aek are independent
and unbiased. If f is a polynomial chosenfiom Hz(X) according
to D then theprobability that %(f) > IX I/k ‘12-e is strictly less
than 1.

It is well known (see e.g., [2] ) that for any integers k <
m, there is an explicitly constructible set S(m, k) of vectors ~
{O, 1}“’ having size at most (2rn) [(k+1)/21such thatfor a vector
v chosen uniformly at random from S(m, k), the coordinates of
v are k-wise independent random variables. Furthermore,using
the construction in [2], the basis vectors which generatethis set
can be computed in Logarithmicspace. Noting thateach function
in HZ(X) is specitied by a vector in {O, l}m with m = (1~1),.-,
we define Hz(X, k) to be the subset of Hz(X) consisting of those
polynomials whose coefficient vector is chosenfrom S(m, k). Each
function in Hz(X, k) can be explicitly indexed by a sequenceof at
most b(X, k) = (k+ 2)(log 1X1) bits.

Again, by theorem 1 and lemma 5 we have:

Corollary 1 Given 6>0 andk suficienlly large, thenfor 1X1? k
there exists ajimctwn g in Hz(X, k) for which

~.(g) > zixl(l-k-1/2+’ IOSZ1X1)

Now define the function fX,k on variable set X U Y where
IY[ = b(X, k) as follows: for an assignmenta of X and /3 of Y,
the assignment /3 of the variables in Y indexes a function gp in
Hz(X, k), and fx,k(rr, P) = gp(ci). Trivially, s~(fx,k) ~ s~(9)

for any g E Hz(X, k). By the above corollary, for k sufficiently

large, s~(fx,k) > 21xl(l–k-’/2+’ IOg2IXI) For fixed 6 > 0 and
all sufficiently large n, we define the Boolean function f“ on n

variables as follows. View the first n – n2/3+*/2 v~ables as x
and the last n2/3+6/2 variablesas Y. Y is largeenough to specify
a function in HZ(X, k) for k = n213.Then we have:

Corollary 2 For any 6>0, fn is logspace-unijormly computable
in NC’ and

s;(fn) ~ 2“-’’2’3+6 .

The fact that fn is Iogspace-uniforn-dycomputable in NCl
follows from theobservation thatthe basis for the space of vectors
with limitedindependencecan be generatedby a Iogspace machine.
So it remainsto prove lemma 4 and its generalizationlemma 5.

Proof of Lemma 4. We need to upper bound the probability that
a random function in HZ(X) has a large projection on which it
is 1. Fix an integer d and let P be a projection of dimension
d, As described in section 3, we can representP by a sequence
(Ao, Bo, ALIBI,..., Ad, ~d) of subsetsof the variables. If ~ is a
polynomial in Hz(X) and Gf is the corresponding graph defined
on X, let fp be the function on variables Y(, 92,.... ~d obtained
from f by substituting1 for each variable in Ao, Ofor each variable
in Bo, and for i E [d] substitutingyi for each variable in Ai and
1+ yi for each variablein B:. Then f is constanton P if and only
if fp is a constantpolynomial. We upperbound theprobabilitythat
fp is cons~ntby upper bunding the probability thatitsdegreeis at
most 1. Let bi,j be thecoefficient of ylyJ in fp. Then theeventthat
~P hasdegree at most 1 is theevent thatall of bi,j areO. Now bi,j
ISJustthenumber(mod 2) of edges in Gf betweenthe setsAi U BI

and Aj U .Bj. For a randomly chosen function in Hz(X), b,,3 is
uniformly random and the bi,j are mutually independent. Hence

theprobabilitythatfp hasdegree atmost 1 is 2– (~). Note~atthe
eventthatfp hasdegree atmost 1only dependson thesequence of
sets (Ao U &, AI U El, A2 U B2, . . . . Ad U &) representingthe
projection. Since thenumberof ways to choose such a sequence is
atmost (d+ 1)n we can upperbound theprobabilitythatthereexists

a projection such thatfp hasdegree atmost 1by 2‘(:)(d+l)lxl,

Ford = lXll/2+’, this is less than 1.

Proof of Lemma 5. To show that the probability that rr(f ) ~
lX1/k’f2-’ is strictlyless than 1, we need the following:

Claim. Letf be a boolean function on variable set X and h, d <
1X1be positive integers. If thereis a projection of dimension d on
which f is constantthanthereis a projection of dimension at least
dh/lXl – 1 on which ~ is constant and such that the number of
unfixed variablesis at most h.

To see the claim, consider a projection ~ of dimension d on
which f is constant, and let P = (Ao, Bo, Al, Bi, . . ., Ad, Bd)
be a sequence of sets representingthe projection, with the parts
ordered so that IAI U BII ~ IA2 U B21 ~ . ..lAd U Ball. Letj
be the largestinteger such thatthe number of the variables in the
smallest j partsis at most h. Consider the projection # obtained
from ~ by fixing, for each i > j, all thevariables in Ai to 1 and all
variablesin Bi to O. Then ~’ has at most h unfixed variables. Also
it is a subsetof +, and so f is fixed on ~’. It can be easily be seen
thatj, the dimension of ~’, is at least h/(lX I/d) – 1 since lX1/d
is the averagepartsize.

Returningto the proof of the lemma, let D be a k-wise inde-
pendentdistributionon HZ(X) andsuppose f is selectedaccording
to D. By the claim, to upper bound the probability that ~ has a
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projectionof dimension d it suffices to upperbound theprobability
that it has a projection with h = [k ’121 unfixed variables of di-
mension at least d’ = dh/lX I– 1. Consider a projection P with
h unfixed variables, Note thatfor such a projection, the numberof
pairs of unfixed variables is (~) ~ k. Hence, the set of random
variables a:,j where ~:, z, are unfixed are mutually independent.
Thrrswe can now proceed exactly as in theprevious lemma and say

thattheprobability that~P has degree at most 1 is at most 2-r;),

As before we note thatthe event that~P has degree atmost 1 only
depends on the d’ parts {Al U l? I,..., Ad) U Bdl }. Now we 0X31y
needto count thed’-part partitionswithatmost h unfixedvariables,
and thereare at most (IX Id’)k of theseand so theprobability that
for j chosen according to D, thereexists a dimension d’ projec-
tion F’ with h unfixed variables on which ~ is constant is at most

(lXld’)h2- ~“). Ford’ ~ lX1/kl/2-’ and k sufficiently large,
thisprobability is less than 1.

❑

5 Constructing Hard Functions Using Codes

In this section, we will give a simpler constructionof a hardfunc-
tion using BCH codes. Observe that in the previous section we
constructeda function with thepropertythatif o(n) bits areinstan-
tiatedin a certainfashion, then we will get a function which is not
constant under large projections. In particular,any small circuit
computing the hard function cannot be constant under large pro-
jections. If we show thatsmall circuits always have largeconstant
projections, then we get the desired contradiction. However, for
our case of ~2 circuits, we proved that if the size is small, then
the circuit outputs 1 on a large dimensional projection. We will
use this strongerproperty to construct a hard function in the fol-
lowing way. We will constructa function j such that~- 1( 1) does
not contain any largedimensional projections, though~– 1(0) may
contain largedimensional projections. Hence, any ~ circuit must
have large size to compute ~. We will thenconstructa function g
on n + 1 inputs to index ~ and ~. By instantiatingthe index bit
appropriately,we can show thatboth~ andII; circuitsneeda large
numberof gates to compute g.

We startwith a simple observation: If a set A contains a d-
dimensionalprojection, thenthesetA hastwo pointsata Hamming
distance of at most n/d: If P is a d-dimensional projection, then
it mustcontain a partwith at most n/d variablesand by fixing all
the variablesoutside the partconsistent with theprojection we get
two points which are at a distance of at most n/cL If A is a set
of codewords for a code with rate T and distance 6, then A has
size 2“n and cannot contain a projection of dimension largerthan
n/6. We can use constructions of linear codes to come up with
‘dense’ sets with no large projections [15]. For example, one can
construct binary BCH codes with codeword length n, dimension
n – 1 —t log n anddistance2t + 1. Let ~t be theBoolean function
which is 1 on the codewords of a BCH code with dimension n –
I – t log n. j, is not identically 1 on any projection of dimension
largerthan n/(2t + 1). On the other hand, by theorem 1, any ~
circuitcomputing ft in size S mustacceptaprojectionof dimension

at least log(l~t-l ( 1)1/S)/ log n. Hence, by taking t = ~, it

follows thatS must he at least f2(2”-fii”g “).

6 Conclusions and Open Problems

The obvious question that is suggested by this work is whethera
large set accepted by a k-CNF (k > 2) must necessarily contain
a projection of large dimension. However, it can be shown that
thereare large sets defined by even linear size 3-CNF which can

only contain projections of dimension bounded by a constant. This
follows from the existence of sparse parity check matrices which
define codes with linear distance and constant rate [7, 13]. It can
even be shown thatthere are sparse parity check matrices which
have at most 3 1‘s in each row. The set of codewords defined by
such a panty check matrixcan be accepted by a 3-CNF and such
3-CNF cannot contain a projection whose size large is largerthan
some fixed constant. This implies thatusing the idea of projections
to prove nonlinear lower bounds on circuit size using Valiant’s
reductionto depth3 unbounded fan-in circuits cannot work.

However, it may still be possible to apply thetechniquedirectly
to linear size and logarithmic depth circuits. In particular,we do
not know the answerto the following question: Let S C {O, 1}”
be recognizable by a linearsize and logarithmic depth (o~just even
linearsize) circuit. Does S or ~ contain a projection of dimension
fl(n’ ) for some e > 3/4? If we have an affirmative answer to
the question, then it follows thatthe hard function constructed in
section4 would requirenonlinearcircuit size. The codes discussed
in section5 would not suffice since theircomplements containlarge
dimensionalprojections.

One can also consider more general types of nice subsets of
{O, 1}n. For instance: consider the set of subsetsof {O, 1}“ that
are aftinesubspaces. Is it truethatfor constant k, every ~k circuit
is constant on an affine subspace of dimension il(n’) for some
c (or even S2(n))? Can one construct an explicit firnction which
has no such subspace? A counting argument shows that almost
all homogeneous mukilinearpolynomials of degree 3 over GF(2)
have thepropertythatthey arenot constanton any affine subspace
of dimension more than f2(n2i3), but we don’t yet know how to
makethis explicit.
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